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If the ocean stood 600 feet lower than now, all these areas would become
dry land; the continents would be much larger; their climates would be
more continental and hence more extreme, less healthful, and less favorable
for crops; and the deserts of the interior would be enlarged. In the past
such an increase in the size of the continents has repeatedly been a factor
in causing changes of climate which have promoted the evolution of many
forms of life, including man.
In human geography the continental shelf is important chiefly because
shallow water permits light to penetrate to the bottom of the sea. Hence
the sea floor supports many algae, ranging from large seaweeds to one-
celled microscopic diatoms. The diatoms swarm on the sea floor and
float by the billion as far down as there is sunlight. The algae and
diatoms support innumerable microscopic shellfish and crablike crus-
taceans, which provide food for little fish. The little fish are the prey
of bigger fish, and these are caught by man. Practically all the world's
great fishing grounds are located on the continental shelf (A116), espe-
cially on "banks" where the sea floor rises well toward the surface.
On the outer edge of the continental shelf, the sea floor descends 2,000
to 3,000 feet within a distance of 2 or 3 miles, and then falls off more
gently to a depth of about 10,000 feet. This slope, especially the steeper
part, is cut into thousands of branching valleys and steep-sided canyons,
as if brooks and rivers had flowed down it. An especially deep canyon
lies at the end of a shallow trough which can be traced backward nearly
150 miles across the continental shelf until it joins the Hudson Valley.
Such valleys occur off the mouths of the Congo, Indus, and many smaller
rivers. They have been mapped by a device which measures depths by
means of the time required for an echo to come back from the bottom
of the sea. There is much dispute whether these valleys were carved by
rivers at a time when the land stood much higher than now or in some
other way.
Structure of Continents
Although the continents differ in size and shape, they have certain
qualities in common. Omitting Antarctica from all consideration in this
chapter, the remaining continents tend to be triangular in shape. North
America, South America, and Africa taper notably from north to south,
as does Greenland, the island most nearly continental in size. Eurasia,
which is really a single continent, is also triangular. Australia, alone,
is an exception. Again, in all inhabited continents, and apparently in
Greenland also, the average height is greater in the south than in the
north. In both Eurasia and North America the part north of latitude 50°
contains a much larger percentage o£ lowlands than the part south of 30°,

